
HEAVY STUBBLE HARROW

Now more than ever, farming in Australia has become 
highly dependent on machinery cost and reliability.  
This is why Oz Value Ag is committed to bringing the 
farmers of Australia, well priced quality machinery. 

With an ever expanding range, the team at  
Oz Value Ag is continuing to introduce such equipment 
to Australia. Oz Value Ag is able to source machinery 
from manufacturers around the world and sell direct  
to the farmer eliminating importers and distributors.

Put simply this all results in a lower price  
for the farmer. 

MORE COMMITMENT.
LESS MONEY.

ozvalueag.com.au
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Rolmako Tillage

The Rolmako U-671 Pro is the 
biggest and most aggressive disc 
tiller in the range.
Weighing in at just over 7.5T, there are 
not many conditions this machine can’t 
handle. 

The 620mm discs along with the 
strategically-angled tynes allow the tiller 
to cut all the soil underneath and leave a 
smooth and seed-ready finish. 

SKF maintenance-free hubs mean that 
you will spend less time in the shed and 
more time in the field with the U-671 Pro, 
doing what it does best.

Features
Robust Discs Rubber SuspensionTwo Point Tow Hitch Dual Rollers Hubs Shiftable Gang

BUY DIRECT & SAVE  ozvalueag.com.au

620mm x 6mm scalloped discs. SKF Maintenance free hubs.The U671 is fitted with 50mm rubber 
suspension, allowing it to withstand hard 
soil and small obstacles in the field. 

The two point tow hitch enables easy 
connection and high productivity in  
field turns. 

Adjustable rear disc gang to make a full cut 
of earth.

The dual PFC ring roller breaks down cloddy 
soil leaving a smooth even finish, the rocker 
suspension helps the machine travel on 
uneven ground. 

Model Working Width (m) No. Discs Power Requirement (HP) Weight (kg) Disc Size (mm)

U-671 Pro 6.0 H 48 240 7500 620

Model Specifications


